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the jail glitch occurs on the first mainland city of the game, as well as other
countries. in order to use the "jail" cheat, you need to be in the prison on the
right side of the city, and you need to be on top of the prison when you
activate the cheat code. if the glitch doesn't work, you can also activate it by
opening the bars from the other side of the prison, and then jump on top of the
bars. the sledge glitch occurs when the player is near a police vehicle, and
then starts sprinting; however, as cj is sprinting, he will start tripping and go
off-screen. if the player is near a subway, then he will go through the subway.
the glitch is not present in the definitive edition . the biker glitch is a
motorcycle glitch in which the player can ride a bike through the streets. to do
this, the player needs to ride a motorcycle before they're chased by the police.
they must then be able to get a bike from the driver of a vehicle who is being
chased by the police. after they take the bike, they must sprint away from the
police while on the bike and avoid being detected. the player can then ride the
bike through the streets, avoiding the police. the balloon glitch is a way to pass
a balloon in order to avoid police or police vehicles. the player must be in
possession of a balloon and must be flying in the air. they must then jump on
top of the balloon, and then fall to the ground. the balloon will float at the
player's current location, and the player must avoid being detected. the player
must sprint away from the balloon while on the ground to avoid being detected
by the police.
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the player may glitch the display of the car's speedometer while it is driving. if
a car is traveling at normal speed and a small glitch occurs, the car will speed
up, or if the glitch is larger, the car will speed up and go into high-speed mode,

quickly traveling at fast speeds. this can be used to glitch out cars at high
speed or the player can glitch the car by aiming at the car's speedometer with

the sniper rifle. there is a glitch where the player can glitch the score on a
score counter by pressing onto the counter's face. if the player makes a screen-
snipe while standing on top of the counter, the player may glitch the counter.
this glitch can also be used to glitch a score counter that is not a car-related
counter. in a rail road loop, there is a cart that can glitch out in the center of
the track. this glitch may be used to glitch out the cart at extreme speeds.

while on the cart, the player must perform a screen-snipe to glitch out the cart.
if the player is on the cart when he tries to glitch out the cart, it will cause the
cart to glitch out and crash into the cart that the player is on. there is a glitch
that can occur when the player is on a moving vehicle that is lying on its side.
if the player gets out of the vehicle and then stands next to the vehicle, he will
get crushed by the vehicle. in the middle of the desert, there is a tree that can

glitch when a car is behind it. if the car is parked on the left side of the tree
and the player gets out of the car and glitches the car, it will crash into the

tree. the glitch is present in the definitive edition. 5ec8ef588b
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